
Father’s Day 2021 will be extra poignant this year, with families being reunited for the �rst time after many, many months, daughters

and sons �nally being able to visit their parents, and grandparents meeting their grandchildren for the �rst time.

So, we’d like to celebrate all the fathers, grandfathers, uncles, brothers, and all the great men of our lives this June 20th with a special

gift guide.

For the foodie dad who loves to barbeque, the coolest and most unique gift option this year is The SteakAger, a state-of-the-art

appliance that makes high-quality dry-aged steak accessible to enjoy in the comforts of our homes. Dry-aged steak is the secret of

every world-class steakhouse using an ancient process that produces a chemical reaction that breaks down beef and transforms it to

richly �avored, fork-cut tender steaks. Two options are available, The SteakAger PRO 15 (https://steakager.com/product/pro-15/38/)

and the stand-alone SteakAger PRO 40 (https://steakager.com/product/pro-40/1/). In addition to steak, one can also make

homemade charcuterie! The SteakAger and its accompanying accessories (https://steakager.com/catalog/) are available online at the

company’s o�cial website and on Amazon.
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Now, to cut that meat, we recommend an expertly crafted knife set by Ded�sh Co. (https://ded�shco.com/), a USA based brand that

brings beautiful design and functionality to everyone’s kitchen, from the professional chef to the home cook. The sophisticated

German Steel Set (https://ded�shco.com/collections/shop-all/products/germansteelset) is my pick.

For the dad who carries a knife, but wants to keep it stylish, Gerber’s Fastball (https://www.gerbergear.com/en-us/shop/knives/all-

knives/fastball-urban-grey-30-001611), American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet.

Nothing is better than a �ne writing instrument. The top style options include a rollerball or fountain pen from Faber-Castell’s stylish

Ondoro (https://www.fabercastell.com/collections/�ne-writing/Ondoro) Collection, crafted with innovative materials and a distinctive

design.
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Or the SKILCRAFT Luminator Pen (https://www.alphapointeonline.org/Products/7520016611669-SKILCRAFT-Luminator-Retractable-

Ballpoint-PenFlashlight--1mm--Black-Ink__NSN6611669.aspx?onatalp=401701168&fph=1_af6a331993f716de8457c7027cf6ebea),

featuring a red LED light that illuminates as you write, and can also be used in extreme weather, including cold and wet, or in �ight

and zero-gravity conditions. (Remember that famous Seinfeld episode?)
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The new MobiScribe Origin (https://mobiscribe.com/) is a compact e-ink tablet that lets you jot down notes and never again have to

rely on that one last sticky note. The environmentally friendly tablet, which serves as a notepad, eReader, calendar and folder

manager, was designed for those who need a streamlined method to write, draw, store, and organize their ideas and thoughts,

paperless.
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Even though it’s June, cooler weather is coming, so get your man prepared with a Black Crows Corpus Primaloft Jacket

(https://www.backcountry.com/black-crows-corpus-primaloft-jacket-mens). Inspired by the mountains and lifestyle of Chamonix,

France, the tech-bomber is lightweight and water resistant, with thin synthetic insulation – great for après-ski.
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A blast from the past, the iconic Members Only (https://membersonly.com/collections/mens-members-only-jackets) jacket has

recently made a huge comeback. The vintage staple piece is the perfect addition to dad’s wardrobe – lightweight, stylish and

versatile.

Fashionable gents will love a pair of comfortable sneakers by Harmony783

(https://harmony783.com/collections/men/products/mens-navy-suede-jogger), designed with a carbon and rubber conductive

outsole with a trampoline heel for a stable walking stride. Helping to naturally reduce in�ammation and stress by connecting with

the Earth (the practice of grounding), the innovative footwear is made with 99.99% pure silver, which enables conductive �ow of

electrons to the body.
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Kodiac’s Arklan (https://www.kodiakboots.com/casual-shoes/mens-kodiak-arklan-sneaker/ARKLAN.html), a premium leather comfort

shoe, just in time for summer, with cotton lining to absorb moisture, and produced with ISA TanTec LITE leather which helps reduce

environmental impact.
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Touted as the “must have T-Shirt for men,” California-based apparel company True Classic Tees (https://trueclassictees.com/) o�ers

up soft, high quality, premium �tted tees at a�ordable prices. Designed to accentuate the arms and shoulders but leaving room in

the stomach area for “Dad bods,” the collection includes best-selling packs, crew neck, V-neck, pocket, Henley, long sleeve, hoodies

and sweatshirts, tank tops and tall-long bodies.
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